
 
 

$15 NCGR members 
 $25 non-members  

(if pre-registered by February 18)
At door:  $20 NCGR members, $30 non-members

NCGRSACRAMENTO.ORG
Learn more and pre-register online!

 

 Join us for our February 2018 Special Event!

S A C R A M E N T O   A R E A
C H A P T E R

LightWeavers Academy
8421 Auburn Blvd, Ste 150, Citrus Heights, CA 

New Location!
 

 

 
Saturn, Karma  
and Your  
Life Cycles
Chet Zdrowski 
  

The astrological symbolism of Saturn is far more complex and multifaceted than many commonly 
believe. Time, matter, karma and limitations are woven into the fabric of Saturn, and each of these 
threads leads us into some fascinating, helpful territory. Far from something to avoid or be fearful 

about, Saturn is a major key to happy living and fulfillment.

Saturn connects our daily lives and our inner lives in some surprising ways, we’ll explore how to deepen and 
work with these connections and how to move past some of our unnecessary limitations.

The ringed planet is involved in a number of powerful cycles that structure how our lives unfold. We’ll use example 
charts and charts of audience members to show how to use these cycles both in readings and in our own lives.

Chet Zdrowski has been a student and practitioner of astrology since 1977. He studied for several years with the late Richard Ide-
mon, and is deeply influenced by the work of Dane Rudhyar and Robert Hand. Since 2005 he has studied with Steven Forrest in his 
Evolutionary Astrology Apprenticeship program. Psychology, meditation, perennial philosophy and music are also lifelong passions. 
Chet’s approach is grounded in the real-world experiences of parenting, marriage, business and the work world. His greatest plea-
sure is to alert people to their unique gifts, to inspire them to move forward on their unique individual path, and to help them move 
through the patterns that limit them and cause unhappiness. Chet is also the founder and leader of the “Transpersonal Astrology 
Group” that meets in Fair Oaks CA. You can reach Chet at www.czastrology.com

1 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Sunday, February 25, 2018 


